How To Win More Business
Using The Deal Planner

Progressing deals with the Deal Planner
Developing and closing prospects needs a
plan, the Deal Planner provides it:
A Deal Planner is created with minimal detail
initially and progressively filled in as the deal
matures
The first steps are: to ensure you’ve a sound
understanding of needs, to make sure there’s a
clear sales objective and that you qualify the
deal.
The core of the plan is to list all the people
involved in the decision process, make sure you
understand them and get enough votes to win
the business (by working out and
communicating what’s in it for them).
In order to get votes, you have to have
conversations. A list of these conversations
together with the ideal outcome are the list of
actions that you end up with.

Three ways to review deals

Review your deals informally on your own using the
deal planner or perhaps with a colleague who is
working with you on the deal. Use it as a working
document, keeping it updated as you make
progress, that way you won’t miss a trick and your
forecast is always up to date.

There’s nothing to beat
reviewing a deal round a
table, an A3 printout makes
this work really well. Start
off with a draft plan, refine
your sales strategy in the
meeting then update the
document where everyone
can see it, on the system.

If you can’t be in the room at
the same time holding a web
review over the internet is a
good substitute. Several of
your team can log in to
ConversationalCRM,see the
same Planner and update it
in real time.

Before going to the rest of the Planner, ensure
that the key information is correctly recorded
Enter the
estimated close
date

The account name
is entered here

The opportunity
should have a
unique name
Only one person can
own a deal although
credit can be shared or
split
Enter the total
value of the deal
Enter the sales
stage based on
how your
company defines
them

Select the
probability from
the list that’s been
defined

If a partner is
involved in the deal,
it’s good to record it

If you’re really
confident that it will
close you can
nominate it as a
“must win” deal

Recording the outcome of your SCORE analysis of needs

You’ll have found out
about the need in the
exploration phase of
the sale and can
summarise it here
At a high level what’s
the situation your
prospect in? e.g.
“growth” or “In
trouble”
What challenges does
your prospect have,
these may be the
targets to be met or
goals to achieve
What opportunities are
there for you, to help
them to do better?

If you helped them do
better, what would the
result be?

What are they planning to
do to address this
challenge & opportunity
to do better, have they a
procurement in progress?

It’s not a sin for one or
more of these points to
be unexplored, just set
a redex and an action
to find out

Qualify your deal using MANDACT

You’ve got to make sure the deal is qualified, how? by
satisfying yourself that you understand about these
key factors,
Money
Authority
Need
Decision Process
Ability to use
Competition and
Timescales
and how they apply to your deal
Score each of these factors on a scale of 1-5 as
honestly as you can and enter it into the box alongside
that factor

.

Exactly what do you want to close?

The next step is to state you goal which
should be a single, specific sales
objective
If you’re seeking something that will
take several steps to achieve such as a
preferred supplier status only record
the first step here and enter the
following steps as follow on deals

Enter your sales
objective in this box, it’s
best kept as short as
possible

Now develop & record your sales strategy

The core of the Deal Planner is to identify all the key
players; this helps you work out what you have to do
to get the votes to win the deal

List out the key players up to and
including the ultimate buyer (there is
only 1!). This is the one person that
does not have to go to anyone else
for approval to place the order.

Enter the contact name and title
in these two spaces

Select the role they play, this will
affect how you relate to them
and the personal wins you choose

Choose who’s going to cover them;
most of the time it’s you but it
could be sales support or perhaps
your MD for the ultimate buyer

This box is to record how you plan to
get them to say YES to your
proposition. It’s what matters to that
individual, the personal win that will
persuade them to support you and
your proposal, (and only you)

Finally list the actions that will make it happen

The most important actions are the
conversations you need to have, to put
over the personal wins to each of the
key players.. As these are all sales
conversations you need to plan for
them by identifying an action for them
to perform, your ideal outcome.

Sometimes there’s an action on
someone else, maybe for a manager
to make a call to a senior prospect. In
this case the action may be for the
manager but it’s still owned by the
salesperson, it’s up to them to make
sure it happens!

Enter any supporting action such as
resolving a “redex” in the same
manner Keep track of them and
make sure they happen

Make forecasting less of a chore by using ConversationalCRM!

Every one hates taking
time out to revise the
forecast, it’s just an
overhead that everyone
including management
would like to do without

The good news is that
sales people like using
Deal Planners as they
help them to win more
business and avoid
missing a trick

The even better news is
that if you’re using Deal
Planners as working
documents as part of
ConversationalCRM your
forecast gets produced
automatically with no
extra effort!

How it works if you’re using ConversationalCRM:
• Cloud based
• Easier
• Quicker
• Shared
• More Effective

www.conversationalcrm.com

